1. Introduction. We shall obtain three results. The first is a generating function for the Legendre polynomials that lies between the classical
00
(1 -2xW + W*)~w = £ Pn(x)W n and a special case of a well known result of Bateman. 1 The second is an expression for P n (cos a) as a series in P*(cos /3) with a and /3 unrelated. Special cases of the latter are known. The third result is a relation in integral form between the Hermite and Legendre polynomials. 
A generating function for P n (x)
where [ ] is the greatest integer symbol. Examination of (1) Therefore, we may write
My) = E(-i)"--' Zi 2*»(»!)«
From (5) it follows that <f> n (i tan a) =sec n ceP n (cos a). Now, let us put x~i tan j8 and ^ = tan a/tan j3 in (7). It becomes JL tan fc a sec n aP n (cos a) =* J2 C n,k (tan 0 -tan a)"-* sec* j3P*(cos 0). *-o tan w 0 The above may be simplified by elementary means to the form
. Special cases of the above formula. It is interesting to note certain special cases of (8), either because they yield well known results or because of their intrinsic neatness.
Using j3 = 2a, we get n (2 cos a) n P n (cos «) = X) C n ,fcP*(cos 2ÛJ).
JU»0
Using a=7r/2+j3, we get n sin* jSP n (sin 0) = Z (-l) k C n ,k cos* j3P fe (cos 0).
Finally, using 0= -a, n P"(cos a) = Z (~ 1)*C",*(2 cos a)"-*P*(cos a), which in symbolic notation is P n (^)4= {2#--P(#)} n .
6. A formula for the Hermite polynomial. Either the generating function (6) or the integral definition of the 0n(s) may be used to obtain in m z 2k
<t>n{z) -n\ £ fc-0 2 ik (k\y(n -2k)l 
